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Ceilings are often a missed opportunity to bring style to a room.
Here, elegant mouldings add detail. OPPOSITE, TOP LEFT: The
office is refined with wood panelling. TOP RIGHT: A perfectly
framed sightline in the hallway draws the eye to the front door.
BOTTOM: The raised, two-storey elevation is a traffic stopper.

LUXE
CHATEAU

S T ORY K AT H L EEN D U N CA N | P H OT OG RAP H Y J A S O N HART O G

Traffic-stopping curb appeal is responsible for pedestrians
and drivers pausing to snap photos of the French chateau-style innovation in
Richmond Hill’s Richvale neighbourhood. “I wanted to create the most beautiful
50-foot-wide home in the area – a timeless, elegant house to stand out,” recalls
Mahzad Pahlavan, the second-generation custom builder who founded
Mahzad Homes and constructed this 7,000 sq. ft. residence over a 14-month
period. “We heard from trades that other builders were requesting them to copy us.”
Continued on page 70
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A glass door
provides privacy
from the kitchen.
BOTTOM:
Millwork is
stained a rich
brown, a cosy
focal point in the
family room.

To maximize space, Pahlavan crafted a
raised two-storey elevation with a wide,
quarter-turn stone staircase leading to a
wrought-iron-trimmed front terrace that
spans the full width of the house. An oversize
front door from Craft Door is accented by
sidelights, an arched transom and hardware
from Roca Design Ltd. Archways recur in
the tall, twinned Window City casements,
formally stacked within the Indiana limestone
cladding custom cut by GCAT Stone. They
soar to a steeply pitched dormered roof topped
by a skylight dome.
“It’s a beautiful house,” beams the
homeowner. “It was built with a lot of love and
attention to detail. There’s a nice flow and we
enjoy the luxury.”
Unlike similarly styled European estates,
a symmetrical facade was chosen to appeal to
the couple’s preferred aesthetic. Together, the
couple own and operate a design showroom
and home-staging company specializing
in high-end contemporary and modern
furnishings. Their new home features light
fixtures, furniture and décor accessories
sourced from their store.
The grand entrance opens onto a 12-foothigh centre hall grounded by Calacatta marble
with mosaic inlay from Marble Granite
Depot that sparkles under Schonbek crystal
chandeliers. The stone’s subtle colouring is
matched by Benjamin Moore White Dove
walls with Edgecomb Gray accents. Painter
Kohogel used a pearl finish throughout.
The neutral palette comes alive in
texture and detailing that leaves nothing
untouched – from serene window treatments,
a mirror-topped fireplace and the elegant
ceiling mouldings adorning the living room,
to the custom glass doorway leading into the
dining room from the butler’s pantry. The
intricate dark wood panelling of the front
office adds warmth.
To impart a French-inspired, timeless
look, white oak floors throughout the main
floor were stained with a dark walnut and
ebony mix and set in a unique herringbone
pattern, supplied and installed by Chestnut
Flooring. “I want the houses I build to be
stunning even naked – in other words, with
no furniture,” says Pahlavan, who balances
art with practicality. “I wanted every corner
to offer something special. Most of the
time, high-end designs require so much
maintenance and they’re not super functional.

FAR LEFT: In
the kitchen, an
oval window
is an inspired
addition. LEFT: The
breakfast area is
glammed up with
gold on the round
table base and
chairs. BELOW:
Smoked mirrored
panels on the
integrated fridge
and freezer are an
unexpected but
unique addition.

Continued on page 72
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BELOW: The master is glamorous with a deep tufted headboard on the platform bed, luxe bedding
and hints of mixed metal. RIGHT: An intricate wall is a dramatic backdrop for the freestanding cast
iron tub. BOTTOM RIGHT: Mirrored inlays bring dimension to the master cabinetry.

At Mahzad Homes, luxury means more than beautiful
and fancy. It means comfortable and being pampered, yet
surrounded with beauty.”
The homeowner considers this to be the easiest build
they’ve ever done. “She did an exceptional job,” he says
of the contractor who has since become a family friend.
“Not every builder is able to come up with the ideas, or
is willing to put the effort into the detailing. She had a
vision for every room.” To illustrate, he points out the
cast-iron freestanding tub in the master bath. Sparkling
under a crystal chandelier, its stainless-steel skirt reflects
the marble flooring, adding another layer of artistry to the
room, which is a study in sophistication.
The full bathrooms adjoining each of the other three
bedrooms are individually personalized – including one
shower surround with metallic glass tiles stamped with
city place names. “When you take a shower, you can
refresh your memory of the capitals of the world,” the
homeowner says with a smile.
The master bedroom itself features a massive arched
window in the dressing table alcove, and a bright,
owners’-choice side room with two walls of windows.
Hard-pressed to choose his favourite space in the house,
the homeowner prefers a show-and-tell tour of features.
In addition to a gym and nanny suite, the basement
features a media room with projection capabilities and a
long, hardwood bar that backs onto a walk-in wine room
with custom walnut racks and glass walls. Continued on page 74
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HIGH QUALITY CONTEMPORARY HOME FURNISHINGS
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LUXURY INTERIOR HOME STAGING

Visit our showroom and discover the difference at Virez Home Interiors.

1194 CALEDONIA ROAD, UNIT E, TORONTO
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home & builder

An elevator stands at the ready, but the homeowner
enjoys the open view from the bottom of the spiral
staircase to the roof-top glass dome. “It makes me feel
like I’m in St. Peter’s Cathedral in Italy,” he reflects,
standing on heated floor tiling with gold inlay.
A custom wrought-iron and gilt balustrade system
from Metal by Design Ltd. topped with a wooden
handrail leads the way up, lit by a single strand of step
lighting for safety and gold sconces for atmosphere.
On the main floor at the rear of the house, a curved
breakfast room is awash with sunlight from floor-toceiling windows and french doors leading to a cosy,
sheltered deck with a coffered ceiling.
The cheerful and unapologetically opulent alcove
is where friends and family tend to gather. It’s well
served by the adjacent kitchen by Arthaus Millwork
with its Ciot marble countertops, Kohler faucets and
Thermador appliances. The homeowner was initially
hesitant about the mirrored facade on the fridge, but
admits she has since succumbed to the beauty of its
lavish finish. “I enjoy looking out at the pool,” she says
with simple and complete contentment. “And, I spend a
lot of time here with my grandchildren.” OH

Fireplaces & HoMe Decor

BELOW: The spiral staircase ascends to a domed skylight. BOTTOM: A bar area on the lower
level with an adjoining wine room is warm and inviting for guests.

Visit our newly expanded & renovated showroom
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Design - Build - Renovate

ELECTRIC FIREPLACES
CREATE A FEATURE WALL IN ANY SPACE

FIREPLACE MAKEOVERS
STONE REFACING • BEAM MANTLES

CUSTOM BUILT-INS & MILLWORK

Complete Custom Packages to suit any budget
2575 Dundas Street West, Mississauga
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